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Abstract

This article details the principles of ethical authorship and publishing in the Journal of Cachexia, Sarcopenia and Muscle Rapid Communications (JCSM Rapid Communications). At the time of submission to JCSM Rapid Communications, the corresponding author, on behalf of all co-authors, needs to certify adherence to these principles. The principles are obtained below:

A. All authors listed on a manuscript considered for publication have approved its submission and (if accepted) publication as provided to JCSM Rapid Communications;
B. No person having a right to be recognized as author has been omitted from the list of authors on the submitted manuscript;
C. The submitted work is original and is neither under consideration elsewhere nor has it been published previously in whole or in part other than in abstract form;
D. All authors certify that the work is original and does not contain excessive overlap with prior or contemporaneous publication elsewhere, and where the publication reports on cohorts, trials, or data that have been reported on before these other publications must be referenced;
E. All original research work are approved by the relevant bodies such as institutional review boards or ethics committees;
F. All conflicts of interest, financial or otherwise, that may affect the authors' ability to present data objectively, and relevant sources of funding have been duly declared in the manuscript;
G. The manuscript in its published form will be maintained on the servers of JCSM Rapid Communications as a valid publication only as long as all statements in the guidelines on ethical publishing remain true; and
H. If any of the aforementioned statements ceases to be true, the authors have a duty to notify the Editors of JCSM Rapid Communications as soon as possible so that the available information regarding the published article can be updated and/or the manuscript can be withdrawn.

The Journal of Cachexia, Sarcopenia and Muscle Rapid Communications (JCSM Rapid Communications) is a peer-reviewed international journal dedicated to publishing materials that are related to body composition and its physiological and pathophysiological changes during the life span and in different illnesses from all fields of the life sciences. We are starting this journal because of the increasing number of submissions of research articles from around the world in a field of medicine that remains under-investigated and in need of therapeutic advances. The Editors of JCSM Rapid Communications see it as their duty to promote transparency and research integrity. Therefore, all authors wishing to publish in JCSM Rapid Communications are required to certify that they comply with the guidelines of publishing in JCSM Rapid Communications outlined below by stating, as part of the published manuscript that “The authors of this manuscript comply with the guidelines of ethical publishing in the Journal of Cachexia, Sarcopenia and Muscle Rapid Communications”, providing reference to these guidelines.

Specifically, the corresponding author, on behalf of all co-authors certifies that:
A. All authors listed on a manuscript considered for
publication have approved its submission and (if accepted) publication as provided to JCSM Rapid Communications;

B. No person having a right to be recognized as author has been omitted from the list of authors on the submitted manuscript;

C. The submitted work is original and is neither under consideration elsewhere nor has it been published previously in whole or in part other than in abstract form;

D. All authors certify that the work is original and does not contain excessive overlap with prior or contemporaneous publication elsewhere, and where the publication reports on cohorts, trials, or data that have been reported on before these other publications must be referenced;

E. All original research work are approved by the relevant bodies such as institutional review boards or ethics committees;

F. All conflicts of interest, financial or otherwise, that may affect the authors’ ability to present data objectively, and relevant sources of funding have been duly declared in the manuscript;

G. The manuscript in its published form will be maintained on the servers of JCSM Rapid Communications as a valid publication only as long as all statements in the guidelines on ethical publishing remain true; and

H. If any of the aforementioned statements ceases to be true, the authors have a duty to notify the Editors of JCSM Rapid Communications as soon as possible so that the available information regarding the published article can be updated and/or the manuscript can be withdrawn.

We are happy to start the editorial work for JCSM Rapid Communications, and we feel that there continues to be a great need for it, as there is a major unmet medical need for the research and clinical problems in this field. Despite these positive thoughts, we recognize that the world is not free of scientific misconduct, which can come in many ways. We want to take a lead in identifying, notifying, investigating, and reporting all occurrences of scientific misconduct related to JCSM Rapid Communications. We will withdraw papers, if significant problems come to our attention. This shall be no surprise to anyone when it has to occur. Hence, we request that these ethical guidelines for publishing in JCSM Rapid Communications are cited in each article. As stated before, academic publishing is built on trust—we want JCSM Rapid Communications to be a trusted source of best available scientific knowledge in the field. We hope that, together, we can achieve this objective and our journal can succeed in this ambition.
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